ABSTRACT: In this paper quasi class Q operator is introduced with example and compared with normaloid operator. Necessary and sufficient condition for a composition operator to be quasi class Q is given with an example. Also weighted composition operator W and generalized Aluthge transform r C are characterized to be of quasi class Q .
INTRODUCTION

CLASS Q OPERATOR :
COMPOSITION OPERATOR
The Radon- 
Here we see that r C is a weighted composition operator with weight
Since r C is a weighted composition operator it is easy to show that
QUASI CLASS Q OPERATOR
In this paper quasi class Q operator is introduced with example and compared with normaloid operator. Necessary and sufficient condition for a composition operator to be quasi class Q is given with example.
Also weighted composition operator W and generalized Aluthge transform r C are characterized to be of quasi class Q .
Definition:
An operator
For all x H  , consider 
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Let T be a weighted shift with weighted sequence 1 2 n n   . Then T is of quasi class Q but it is not normaloid.
Proof:
a.e. 
Corollary
